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***Includes Praxis II Practice Test Questions*** Get the test prep help you need to be successful on

the Praxis II: Business Education: Content Knowledge test. The Praxis II: Business Education:

Content Knowledge (5101) Exam is extremely challenging and thorough test preparation is

essential for success. Praxis II: Business Education: Content Knowledge (5101) Exam Secrets

Study Guide is the ideal prep solution for anyone who wants to pass the Praxis II: Business

Education: Content Knowledge Exam. Not only does it provide a comprehensive guide to the Praxis

II: Business Education: Content Knowledge Exam as a whole, it also provides practice test

questions as well as detailed explanations of each answer. Our Praxis II: Business Education:

Content Knowledge study guide includes:  A thorough review for the Praxis II: Business Education:

Content Knowledge (5101) Exam  A breakdown of accounting and finance  A guide to

communication and career development  An analysis of economics  An examination of

entrepreneurship  An in-depth overview of information technology  A breakdown of law and

international business  A guide to marketing and management  An analysis of professional business

education  Comprehensive practice questions with detailed answer explanations It's filled with the

critical information you'll need in order to do well on the test: the concepts, procedures, principles,

and vocabulary that the Educational Testing Service (ETS) expects you to have mastered before

sitting for the exam.  The Accounting and Finance section covers: Assets  Accounting cycle 

Inventory costing systems  Investment options  Common statistics The Communication and Career

Development section covers: Goals of business correspondence  Communication types commonly

seen in business  Presentations  Communication technologies used in business The Economics

section covers: Elasticity  Supply and demand  Theories of economics  Unemployment  Rate of

inflation The Entrepreneurship section covers: Methods to compete with businesses  Partnerships 

Launching small businesses  Business plan The Information Technology section covers: Effects of

computers and technology on business  Software often utilized in business  Common toolbar icons

The Law and International Business section covers: Benefits of international trade  Elements that

influence international trade  Product testing and safety  Ethical issues  The Marketing and

Management section covers: Four Ps of marketing  Management methods  Functions of

management  Organization structures of companies  Laws and acts preventing discrimination  The

Professional Business Education section covers: Important characteristics of individuals pursuing a

business career  Career planning strategies to reach career goals  CTSO  Benefits of belonging to

professional organizations These sections are full of specific and detailed information that will be

key to passing the Praxis II: Business Education: Content Knowledge Exam. Concepts and



principles aren't simply named or described in passing, but are explained in detail. The guide is laid

out in a logical and organized fashion so that one section naturally flows from the one preceding it.

Because it's written with an eye for both technical accuracy and accessibility, you will not have to

worry about getting lost in dense academic language.
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Reading some of the earlier reviews, I ordered this book expecting it to be really crappy. But, after

taking several practice exams, and failing each, I ordered this book, and immediately had passing

scores on the practice exams. I took the actual exam yesterday and passed with a 193 (passing for

my state is 157).This book is NOT a high school or college Business textbook. But, it is like a 'cliff

notes' of every subject area covered on the exam. I found very few items on the real exam that were

not covered in this book. It's true that there are no other study guides (per se) for this test other than

this book. But, if you pulled out your old college texts, you may get the needed information, but

you'd waste a lot of time on items not on the exam.The book is divided in to each subject area, and

takes a no frills approach to laying out the information you need to know for the exam. It does have

some occasional 'typos' or spelling errors, but not so much that it interfered with study.It is what it is,

and does exactly what it is supposed to do. I passed, and I'm satisfied. No regrets purchasing this

book, for this test.

This guide for the Praxis II Business Education: Content Knowledge (0101) is exactly what you

need if you're playing catch up in preparation for this exam or even if you're retaking it. It is filled



with practical strategies to help you focus better which will combine with the extensive overviews

and practice test and answer key to help you be the best prepared for the test. You won't regret

getting this guide.

I purchased this book to prepare for the Business Education General Content Knowledge Praxis

Exam. I passed with a 179, I needed a 154 to pass. I would HIGHLY suggest purchasing this book

to prepare yourself. All of the information is broken down into small, important information for each

subject. I was VERY happy with the book!!!!!

Based on the previous reviews, I purchased this book. The thing about the Praxis II is that different

editions are distributed, so no singular study guide will be able to cover exactly what the test

contains.This is my review of the book after taking the Praxis II a couple weeks ago.This study

guide is a quick-paced, very general but detailed (hard for me to explain) overview of the major

topics in business. It is chock full of business content and a 100-question practice test at the end.

Don't worry that the Praxis II exam is 120 questions, because the actual test will be so different than

the practice test.My edition of the actual exam focused heavily on economics, marketing, and

teaching business. The practice test had tables where you had to figure out answers based on

interest rates, monthly payments, etc. ..... my exam had, maybe, one table.So the question is,

"would I recommend this book?" Yes, I would, but don't think that you're going to lick this test like

the marketing and reviews may lead you to believe. The key is to read the concepts in each section

and study the ones you have to think twice about. Let this study guide be a "gauge" of your

business knowledge. If you find yourself highlighting certain parts, study that information outside of

the study guide.This study guide alone nailed about about 20-25% of the questions I

answered.There are no shortcuts. This study is a good place start, but a bad place to end. No study

can encompass all the editions of the Praxis II. One word.....STUDY!

I was kind of nervous to prepare for my exam and noticed this book on . I am so glad that I made

the purchase. It has helped me focus and remember all of the information that I learned in school. I

am now confident that I will pass my exam with flying colors on the first try.

I took the Praxis II 5101 in Oct 2015, and I passed! I wouldn't give all the credit to this book, but it

was a nice review. I graduated college in 2007, and it has been years since I have seen many of

these terms. I must admit, I only saw a handful of questions from this review on the exam... but



when I did see them, I was able to answer quickly and correctly. Don't buy this book thinking you will

pass the Praxis II from this knowledge alone. If you have a business/finance/management degree

and/or background and want good review, this is for you! (Plus, there are no other books out there...

so you really have no choice) :)

I've thoroughly enjoyed your studyguide's layout and breakdown of information. It is the only study

guide I've used to date so I don't have anything to compare it to, however, as a former business

school graduate, I believe it does a good job of hitting main topics that I covered in all of my entry

level business school classes.

I don't know if this was a good book or not. Reading through it, a lot of it was review, some of it was

EXTREMELY basic (at least for me). Reviewing this certainly helped, as did the good folks at [...]

and the 2 practice tests I took there.I got a 189/200 on it, first try. So this book and those tests really

worked for me.Use Promocode SAVE-XTTB
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